RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of dramas and works prepared for oral delivery for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the author or under the title. Information relating to both the original and renewal registration is included in each entry. References from the names of contributing authors, claimants, and from variant forms of names are interfiled.

A

ABBA, MARTA. See MILLIKEN, MARTA ABBA.

ADAMS, T. D., Jr., BEAMS FROM IZMA. See TORBAS, JAY.

ADDINSELL, RICHARD. Lion and the unicorn. See ASHTON, WINSRED.

AKINS, ZOE. See RIMBOLE, ZOE AKINS.

ANDERSON, ALAN. The Greeks remember marathon. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Letter to Jackie. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Storm operation. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.

ANDERSON, GILDA OAKLEAF. The Greeks remember marathon. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Letter to Jackie. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Storm operation. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.

ANDERSON, HEPHER. The Greeks remember marathon. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Letter to Jackie. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Storm operation. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.

ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
The Greeks remember marathon; a radio play. © 19Apr44; B96669. Gilda Oakleaf Anderson (W), Alan Anderson, Terence Anderson, Quentin Anderson & Hesper Anderson (C); 20May71; R906795.

Letter to Jackie. (In the best one-act plays of 1945) © 19Apr44; B96668. Gilda Oakleaf Anderson (W), Alan Anderson, Terence Anderson, Quentin Anderson & Hesper Anderson (C); 20May71; R906795.

Storm operation; a play in prologue; two acts & an epilogue. © 20Jun44; B967947. Gilda Oakleaf Anderson (W), Alan Anderson, Terence Anderson, Quentin Anderson & Hesper Anderson (C); 22Jun71; R907395.

ANDERSON, QUINTIN. The Greeks remember marathon. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Letter to Jackie. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Storm operation. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.

ANDERSON, TERENCE. The Greeks remember marathon. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Letter to Jackie. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.
Storm operation. See ANDERSON, MAXWELL.

ARTHUR, E. D. Kidnapped for sale. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARTER.

ARTHUR, ERIC. For works by Eric Arthur. See THE SHADOW.

ARTHUR, ROBERT. The case of the avenging brain. See THE SHADOW.
The case of the immortal beauty. See THE SHADOW.
Death to the Shadow. See THE SHADOW.

ASHTON, WINSRED. Lion and the unicorn; by Clarence Dane, pseud. © 29Feb44; B66805. Olwen Bowen-Davies, Richard Addison & Stanley Corrie (B); 1Jun71; R906995.

AUSTEN, JANE. Emma. See LINDSAY, JOHN.

B

BARRAN, JEAN LOUIS. Le coulier de satin. See CLAUDEL, PAUL.

BATSON, GEORGE. Doctor has a daughter; a comedy in three acts. © 23Oct13; B967314. George Batson (A); 22Jan71; R909999.

BRENNER, LESTER. DOLLY GLADYS. Lovers and friends; a comedy in 3 acts by Dodie Smith, pseud. © 24Jul43; B64795. Dorothy Gladys Beasley (A); 12Nov71; R906991.

BRENNER, S. N. Jacobs and the Colonet; a play in three acts, based on a play of the same title by Franz Werfel. © 25Jan44; B96716. S. N. Behrman (A); 23Mar71; R909922.

BRENT, ALBERT. Love is the census taker; a comedy in three acts. © 22Mar43; B96249. Albert Reis (A); 5May71; R905631.

BRENNER, DOROTHY. See HANNAH, DOROTHY BENNETT.

BRENNER, JOSEPHINE. Janis; a comedy in three acts by Josephine Benham & Herschel Williams. © 6Jan44; B96737. Josephine Benham & Herschel Williams (A); 4Jun71; R906999.

BRENTY, RALPH. The double disguise. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARTER.
The unwilling accomplice. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARTER.
The West Street Dock murders. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARTER.

BREMER, ALFRED. The drums of death. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARTER.
The horseless murders. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARTER.

BLANKENSHIP, CATHERINE. Murder is fun. © 22Nov43; B96662. Catherine Blankenship (A); 17Feb71; R905656.

Murder is fun! © 22Nov43; B96662. Catherine Blankenship (A); 19Feb71; R901344.

BLOOM, URSULA. A postmaster in every family. © 20Apr43; D90240. Ursula Bloom (A); 29Apr71; R904593.

BOUREDT, CLAIRE. See BOURDIT, EDUARD.

BOUROD, EDUARD. See BOURDIT, EDUARD.

BOURDIT, EDUARD. See BOURDIT, EDUARD.

BOUSENOFF, IVAN. The spring recital. See BRENNER, THEODORE.
COHEN, NORMAN.
Mary and the fairy. (In more by CONROY. H. H. 3o; @ Gm.44; D83565. Norman Corwin (A); laperf; R53080.

More by Corwin: 16 radio dramas with an introd. by Clifton Fadiman. O (1946); D83566. Norman Corwin (A); 16pm; R53080.

CORY, MILLARD, pseud. See BRAUN, WILHELM.

CORY, MRS. HOMER. See CORY, MAE SAVELL.

CORY, MAE SAVELL.
Archy and Mehitabel: a fantasy with music. A satire on the human race from the works of Don Marquis, by Bernice Mand Marquis & Mae Savell Cory (Mrs. Homer Cory). Text only. © 1948; D80608. See Savell Cory (A); 21pm; R50956.

CRAINE, PATRICIA.
Sea-shell: a play in one act. (French's acting ed., no.276) @ D83580. Patricia Chown (A); 16pm; R50956.

CLAUDE, PAUL.
Le soulier de satin; edition for the scene abrege, notes & arrangement in collaboration with Jean Louis Barragh. © 1948; D83559. Mme. veuve Paul Claudel, mme Baine Sainte Marie Perrin (A); 16pm; R50956.

CLAUDEL, REINE SAINTE MARIE PERRIN.
Le soulier de satin. See CLAUDEL, PAUL.

CLAUDET, CARL H.
Treasures of darkness; a one act Masonic play. © 1948; D83519. Carl H. ClauDET, Jr. (C); 16pm; R50956.

CLAUDET, CARL H., JR.
Treasures of darkness. See CLAUDET, CARL H.

CLEMENTS, COLLIN CLEMENTS.
Spring green. See CLEMENTS, FLORENCE PEARSON.

CLEMENTS, FLORENCE PEARSON.
Spring green, by Florence Ryerson & Collin Clements. © 1948; D83517. Val Ryerson (C); 16pm; R50956.

COCHRAN, JOSEPH.
The death ride. See THE SHADOW.

Cold, ALOE EBAH.
The black serpent. See JEROME, HELEN.

COLLINS, WILBER.
Strange experiment. See JEROME, HELEN.

COMER, MARGARET.
As you like it; an absurdist with apologies to William Shakespeare. (French's acting ed., no.271) © 1948; D80608. Margaret Comer (A); 21pm; R50956.

CONOVER, DOROTHY, pseud. See BRAUN, WILHELM.

CONY, BARTH.
The corpse in the cab. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARSON.
Nine hours to live. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARSON.

COOPER, MARGARET.
A new life. See RICE, ELMER.

COPE, NORMAN.
Mary and the fairy. (In more by CHURCH, H. H. 3o; @ Gm.44; D83565. Norman Corwin (A); laperf; R53080.

More by Corwin: 16 radio dramas with an introd. by Clifton Fadiman. O (1946); D83566. Norman Corwin (A); 16pm; R53080.

CORY, MILLARD, pseud. See BRAUN, WILHELM.

CORY, MRS. HOMER. See CORY, MAE SAVELL.

CORY, MAE SAVELL.
Archy and Mehitabel: a fantasy with music. A satire on the human race from the works of Don Marquis, by Bernice Mand Marquis & Mae Savell Cory (Mrs. Homer Cory). Text only. © 1948; D80608. See Savell Cory (A); 21pm; R50956.

DANE, CLEMENTE, pseud. See ASHTON, WILHELM.

DAVID, MACK.
The red roose. © 1948; D83570. Mack David (A); 16pm; R50956.

DAVIDSON, WILLIAM P.
Act your age; a comedy in three acts. © 1948; D80533. William P. Davidson (A); 21pm; R50956.

DAVIS, DONALD.
No way out. See DAVIS, OWEN.

DAVIES, HUMPHREY.
Nick Carter's Christmas adventure. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARSON.

DAVIS, OWEN.
No way out; a melo-drama. © 1948; D80655. Donald Davis (C); 16pm; R50956.

DE JUSSOLI, AGOSTINO.
See DE JUSSOLI, AGOSTINO.

DE MONTHERLANT, HENRY. See DE MONTHERLANT, HENRY DE.

DE MONTHERLANT, HENRY DE.
Strangers in our midst; by William Dinnen & William Morun. © 1948; D83513. William Dinnen & William Morun (A); 16pm; R50956.

DREYER, RUSSELL, pseud. See BRAUN, WILHELM.

DREIDLER, THEODOR.
The spring revivial; ballet pantomime; play of the natural and the supernatural. Music by Ivan Soutikoff. © 1948; D80612.

DRIEN, JUAN.
Charlotte Corday. See DRIEU LA ROCHELLE, PIERRE.

DRIEU LA ROCHELLE, PIERRE.
Charlotte Corday; piece in 3 acts. © 1948; D80612. Jean Drieu (A); 16pm; R50956.

DUBR, EDWIN.
Don't look now. See WILDER, ALEC.

DURIE, MAX.
A date with death. See THE SHADOW.
The juggernaut. See THE SHADOW.
Red devils. See THE SHADOW.

ELLIS, WALTER.
Old Chelse: a musical romance in 3 acts; music by Richard Tauber; additional numbers by Bernard Grun; lyrics by Fred S. Tysh & Walter Ellis. © 1948; D80612. Fred S. Tysh (A); 16pm; R50956.

ERICKSON, WILDER, pseud. See ERICKSON, CHESTER.

ERNST, CHESTER.
For better or worse; three act play by Louisa Gage, pseud. Nat. revi- sions & additions. © 1948; D80612.

ESCHER, JAMES RANDOLPH.
Relativity applied to philosophy. © 1948; D80612. James Randolph Ervin (A); 16pm; R50956.

FAUCHOIS, PHILIPPE.
Reves d'amour. See FAUCHOIS, RENÉ.

FAUCHOIS, RENÉ.
Reves d'amour; place en six actes avec un prologue et quatre inter- medes. © 1948; D80612. Philippe Fauchois (C); 16pm; R50956.

FELDHAUS, LOUIS.
Change please; a comedy in three acts. © 1948; D80612. Louis Feldhaus (A); 16pm; R50956.

FLEMING, J. ANTHONY.
The man born to be king. See SATIRE, DOROTHY L.

FRANKEN, ROSE. See MELODY, ROSE FRANKEN.

FREER, PETER, pseud. See WATT, PETER.

FREESMANN, WILLIAM.
Home tested recipe program. See VOS, KITTY KEEPERS.
Recipe exchange. See VOS, KITTY KEEPERS.
We dream awhile. See VOS, KITTY KEEPERS.

FRENCH (SAMUEL) INC.
Worlds a stage. See MAYOHEA, MARGARET, ed. For other works claimed by Samuel French, Inc. See BRAUN, WILHELM.

FRENCH (SAMUEL) LTD. See QUICK CURTAIN -- AND SOME OF THE AUDIENCE LAUGHED.

FRYTHE, CARL E.
I see an American; a play in 1 act for stage and screen. © 1948; D80612. Carl E. Frythe (A); 16pm; R50956.

GADE, LOUIS, pseud. See ERICKSON, CHESTER.
DRAMAS

H

HAMILTON, LOIS MARIE. Duke in darkness. See HAMILTON, PATRICK.

HAMILTON, PATRICIA R., pseud. See LANGTON, PATRICIA R.


HANSHITT, DOROTHY B. Oklahoma. See ROGERS, RICHARD.

HANSHITT, JAMES B. Oklahoma. See ROGERS, RICHARD.

HANSHITT, CECIL, ed. Oklahoma. See ROGERS, RICHARD.

HANSHITT, WILLIAM. Oklahoma. See ROGERS, RICHARD.

HANNIS, DOROTHY BENNETT. Man comes home; a comedy in 3 acts by Dorothy Bennett. © 24Mar44; B05094. Dorothy Bennett (A): 11Jun44; B05095.

HATCH, ERIC. Little darling; a comedy in three acts. © 26Oct43; B05072. Eric Hatch (A): 9Apr43; B05072.

HEAGNEY, EDWARD T. Texas. See HEAGNEY, WILLIAM H.

HEAGNEY, WILLIAM H. Texas. See HEAGNEY, WILLIAM H.


HELMAN, WILLY O'HARA. Is this the army, Mr. Jones. See O'HARA, JOHN.

HESBURG, JOHN. Everyone. © 17Apr42; B05019. Robert E. Smyth & Lloyds Bank, Ltd. (B): 11Apr42; B05042.

J

JAY, JERRY. Death in the tomb. See THE SHADOW. Flames of death. See THE SHADOW.

JENNIFER, GERTRUDE. Whiskers and Co.: a Cinderella pantomime in 3 scenes. © 26Nov43; B05045. Raryl Kathleen Turner (NK): 26Nov47; B05139.

JERGENS, HELEN. Short experiment; a mystery play based on the moonstone, by Wilkie Collins. © 11Nov43; B05067. Frederick John Denis Maclean (NK of H. Jergea): 24May71; B05048.

JOHNSON, PHILLIP. Charade; a comedy in one act. © 16Apr43; B05066. Philip Johnson (A): 16Jun43; B05000. Late Miss Cordell; a play in one act. © 16Jan44; B05067. Philip Johnson (A): 4Jun43; B05001.

K

KAYZIN, OLGA. Puck's poet; a play in one act. © 25Apr42; B05020. Olga Kayzin (A): 16Mar44; B05002.

KEELY, MRS. THOMAS M. Portrait of a hero. See THOMAS, A. E.

KENT, MRS. SHYAM. Red roses for you. See O'CARDY, SEAN.

KEENER, ALLAN RICHARD. Cry havoo: a play in three acts. © 25May43; B05004. Allan R. Keener (A): 17Jun43; B05005.

KEER, WALTER FRANCIS. Sing out, sweet land! book for musical show. © 16Mar44; B05007. Walter Kerr (A): 26May71; B05008.

KESSELRING, CHARLOTTE F. Identically yours. See KESSELRING, JOSEPH.

KESSELRING, JOSEPH. Identically yours. © 17Apr43; B05025. Charlotte F. Kesselring (V): 26Apr71; B05010.

KILBURN, VIRGINIA T. Portrait of a hero. See THOMAS, A. E.

KIPPLE, MARYDA. Solomon and Delilah. See THOMPSON, RANDALL.


KÖNIG, DAVID. The case of the avenging brain. See THE SHADOW. The case of the immortal beauty. See THE SHADOW. Death to the Shadow. See THE SHADOW. Kidnapped for sale. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARTER.

L

LAMPELL, MILLARD. Abraham Lincoln comes home; text by Millard Lampell, music by R. Robinson. © 16Jan44; B05022. Karl Robinson (A): 11Nov44; B05023. Abraham Lincoln comes home; words by Millard Lampell, music by R. Robinson. © 16Jan44; B05022. Millard Lampell (A): 20Dec79; B05083.

LANGDON, PATRICIA R. They laughed again; a comedy in 3 acts by Patricia R. Hamilton, pseud. (Prine's acting ed. no. 287) © 1Dec44; B05062. Patricia R. Langdon (A): 4Feb71; B05082.

LASER, EMETT. Murder in a mausoleum; a play in 3 acts. Dramatized from the novel by Erzo Shakespeare. © 23Mar44; B05000. Emett Laser (A): 15Apr41; B05040.

LEDMAN, PATRICIA M. POPP. Sprout. See BURKHAM, FRANK.

LESLE, PHIL. Fiddler Moe and Molly. See QUINN, DON.

LINDAY, JOHN. Ezra, by John Lindsey & Ronald Russell. Adapted from Austin's novel. © 31Dec43; B05029. Lindsay (A): 22Jan41; B05007.

LIPMAN, CLAYRE. The night we ate Aunt Minnie; acts II & III by Clayre Lipman & Michel Lipman. © 9Jan44; B00007. Clayre Lipman (A): 25Jun43; B05010.

LIPMAN, MICHEAL. The night we ate Aunt Minnie. See LIPMAN, CLAYRE.

LLOYD BANK, LTD. Palestinian plays. See HOUSEMAN, LAURENCE.

LODE, CARL. Home ground. See VAN BRUNT, JOHN. Voice of the turtle. See VAN BRUNT, JOHN.

LONE RANGER TELEVISION, INC. The Lone Ranger. See SYKES, FRANCIS.

LORDING, EDITH, pseud. See BRAUN, WILLIAM.

M

麦克雷, 威廉。希望的灯塔; 一个在 3 个剧本中. © 31Mar43; B05014. William McCleary (A): 9May71; B05030.

马格雷, 约翰。 Forex with a Jack MacGregor. See THE RETURN OF NICK CARTER.

诺伊特, 派翠西亚。Portrait of a hero. See THOMAS, A. E.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

MALLEY, ANNE MARIE. See CROY, NAOMI VALLI.

MARTIN, DON. Archy and Mehitabel. See CROY, NAOMI VALLI.

MARTENS, ANN COULTER. Wild West Willie in the doghouse: a comedy in 3 acts. © 1946-64; D88157. Anne Coalter Martens (A); 1/31/71; R503484. Wild West Willie in Santa: a comedy in one act. © 1954-71; D89406. Anne Coalter Martens (A); 1/31/71; R503485.

MARTIN, RUTH. The abduction from the seraglio. See MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS.

MARTIN, THOMAS. The abduction from the seraglio. See MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS.

MATTES, ALICE H. Oklahoma. See RODGERS, RICHARD.

MATUE, MARGARET, ed. World's a stage: short plays for juniors. © 1967-69; D86736. Samuel French, Inc. (ROS); 1/19/71; R506067.

MELNEY, ROSE FRANKEN. Doctors disagree: a comedy-drama in three acts, by Rose Franken. © 1948-51; D88161. Rose Franken (A); 1/31/71; R503490. Outrageous fortune: a drama in 3 acts by Rose Franken. © 1964-67; D89405. Rose Franken (A); 1/31/71; R503491. Soldier's wife: a comedy in 3 acts by Rose Franken. © 1949-52; D88162. Rose Franken (A); 1/31/71; R503492. Soldier's wife. See ROSE FRANKEN.

MELTON, WADU, pseud. See BAUGH, WILBUR.

MILLIKEN, MARY ANN. The traditional. See PENDRELL, LOUIE.

MILLMAN, DAVID. Mrs. Whitney's pot cat: a satirical comedy. © 1955-53; D89577. Jessica Millman (W); 1/31/71; R503493. The professor's happy family: a comedy. © 1956-57; D89578. Jessica Millman (W); 1/31/71; R503494. The professor's happy family. See JESSICA MILLMAN.

MILLMAN, JESSICA. Mrs. Whitney's pot cat. See MILLMAN, DAVID.

MONTHERIANT, HENRY DE. Fils de personne (Fils des autres): trome en quatre actes. © 1951-54; D95361. Henry de Monttheriand (A); 2/28/71; R506593.

MOORE, VIOLET BORROQUIET. Ten Til Tot. See RICHARDSON, CLAIRE DAVIES.

MORM, WILLIAM. Stranger in our midst. See DINNER, WILLIAM.

MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS. The abduction from the seraglio; comic opera in three acts. German original text by Breitner, adapted by Stephanie the younger, English translation by Ruth & Thomas Martin. Vocal score. © 1964-67; D86734. Ruth & Thomas Martin (A); 1/31/71; R506064. PERRY, REED, and VERNON PERRY. The RETURN OF GENERAL J. View another page and see SMITH, EDWARD PERRY.

PERKINS, S. J. One touch of Venus. See NASH, OGDEN.

PERREY, REBECCA SMITH, and MARY GUNN. See CLAIRE, RICTSa SMITH, and MARY GUNN.

PFEIFFER, LOUISE. Pink string and sealing wax. © 1944-48; D88129. Kitty Perritee (W); 1/31/71; R503496.

PETERS, CLAIRE. To find oneself. Translated by Mary Abbas. © on translation: 1/22/68; D86630. Mary Abbas William (A); 1/31/71; R503497.

POPP, KATHRYN K. See LIEBER, KATHRYN K. POPP.

PRATT, BELLE J. Thunder mountain. See PRATT, THEODORE.

PRATT, THEODORE. Thunder mountain: a play in 3 acts. © 1963-64; D86767. Belle J. Pratt (W); 1/24/71; R503498.

PRESTON, MARY QUINN. Fibber McGee and Molly. See QUINN, DON.

PUDER, CLAUDE ANDRÉ. Theatre II. © 1964-65; D691. Claude André Pudet (A); 2/28/71; R506594.

QUICK CURTAIN — AND SOME OF THE OTHER LAUGHS, by various authors, compiled by staff of Samuel French, Inc. © 1962-65; D89390. Samuel French, Inc. (PMH); 1/31/71; R506067.

QUINN, DON. Fibber McGee and Molly, by Don Quinn & Phil Leslie. Jan. 15, 1944. © 1964-65; D86631. Edythe Dixon Quinn (W); 1/31/71; R506062.

QUINN, EDITH. Fibber McGee and Molly. See QUINN, DON.

QUINN, JOHN. Fibber McGee and Molly, by Don Quinn. See QUINN, DON.

REED, CHARLES. The perfect marriage; a comedy. © 1963-64; D86767. Charles Raphaelson (A); 1/28/71; R503495.

REED, EDWARD. Dwindling male. See SMITH, EDWARD PERRY.

REED, VIRGINIA B. Dwindling male. See SMITH, EDWARD PERRY.

RICK KENNEDY, and MARY GUNN. See CLAIRE, RICTSa SMITH, and MARY GUNN.
DRAMAS

THE RETURN OF NICK CARMEN, Cee. A cat brings death; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the missing fiddle. By Jack MacGregor. © 12Jun44; D65966. May/1; R505614.

The corpse in the cab; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the murder in the park. Byearth Conroy. © 18Dec44; D66669. May/1; R506366.

Death after dark; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of vampire killings. By Jock MacGregor. © 2Mar44; D67110. Apr/7; R506393.

Death in the pines; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the murdered driver. By Jock MacGregor. © 2Mar44; D67230. Apr/7; R506420.

The double disguise; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the kidnapped heiress. By Ralph Berkeley. © 13Jan44; D66660. Apr/1; R499764.

The drums of death; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the white witch doctor. By Alfred Bester. © 14Mar44; D67380. Apr/7; R506598.

The horoscope murders; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the avenging astrologer. By Alfred Bester. © 14Mar44; D67384. Apr/7; R506595.

Kidnapped for sale; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the missing book. By Bob Arthur & David Kogan. © 20Apr44; D66669. May/1; R505215.

Kidnapped for sale; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the missing babies. Episode no. 2. By Bob Arthur & David Kogan. © 20Apr44; D66669. May/1; R505216.

Kidnapped for sale; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the missing babies. Episode no. 3. By Bob Arthur & David Kogan. © 20Apr44; D66669. May/1; R505217.

Kidnapped for sale; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the missing babies. Episode no. 4. By Bob Arthur & David Kogan. © 20Apr44; D66669. May/1; R505218.

Kidnapped for sale; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the missing babies. Episode no. 5. By Bob Arthur & David Kogan. © 20Apr44; D66669. May/1; R505219.

Kidnapped for sale; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the missing babies. Episode no. 6. By Bob Arthur & David Kogan. © 20Apr44; D66669. May/1; R505220.

NICK CARMEN’S CHRISTMAS ADVENTURE; or, The mystery of the reluctant contributor. By Humphrey Davis. © 15Dec43; D659824. Jun/1; R499924.

Nine hours to live; or, Nick Carmen and the death house mystery. By Barry N. Malzberg. © 20Jun44; D66669. Feb/7; R499970.

The professor’s secret; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the 2-rays. By Jock MacGregor. © 26Apr44; D66669. Feb/7; R499971.

Records of death; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the uncashed check. By Jock MacGregor. © 25Jan44; D66669. Jan/1; R499972.

The secret of the ruined fort; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the Colusa treasure. By Jock MacGregor. © 16Dec43; D66669. Jun/1; R499910.

Tiger death; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the circus killer. By Jock MacGregor. © 21May44; D67515. Feb/7; R499975.

The unwillling accomplices; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the society burglar. By Ralph Berkeley. © 20Feb44; D66869. May/1; R499863.

The West Side detectives; or, Nick Carmen and the mystery of the missing babies. By Jock MacGregor. © 16Dec43; D66669. Jun/1; R499915.

RHIDER, Paul. Vic and Sadie. © Mrs. Paul M. Rhysner (W) & Paul Parke Rhysner (C) Jun/10; 1944; D66809. D66809. May/1; R506536.

RHIDER, Paul. Vic and Sadie. © Mrs. Paul M. Rhysner (W) & Paul Parke Rhysner (C) Jun/10; 1944; D66809. D66809. May/1; R506536.

RHIDER, Paul. Vic and Sadie. © Mrs. Paul M. Rhysner (W) & Paul Parke Rhysner (C) Jun/10; 1944; D66809. D66809. May/1; R506536.

RHIDER, Paul. Vic and Sadie. © Mrs. Paul M. Rhysner (W) & Paul Parke Rhysner (C) Jun/10; 1944; D66809. D66809. May/1; R506536.

RHIDER, Paul. Vic and Sadie. © Mrs. Paul M. Rhysner (W) & Paul Parke Rhysner (C) Jun/10; 1944; D66809. D66809. May/1; R506536.

RHIDER, Paul. Vic and Sadie. © Mrs. Paul M. Rhysner (W) & Paul Parke Rhysner (C) Jun/10; 1944; D66809. D66809. May/1; R506536.

RHIDER, Paul. Vic and Sadie. © Mrs. Paul M. Rhysner (W) & Paul Parke Rhysner (C) Jun/10; 1944; D66809. D66809. May/1; R506536.

RHIDER, Paul. Vic and Sadie. © Mrs. Paul M. Rhysner (W) & Paul Parke Rhysner (C) Jun/10; 1944; D66809. D66809. May/1; R506536.

RICHARDSON, Claire Davis. Tod the Treating. © Ornette; or, operetta for young voices based on the old English fafsytales; text & lyrics by Violet Schroeder-Sorensen. © 10Apr44; D76653. Claude Davis Richardson (A); 12May44; D75630.

RICHARDSON, Jennifer Greenwood. To meet the occasion. See CARROLL, DIANA.


ROBINSON, Paul. Abrahams Lincoln comes home. See LANSELL, MILLARD.

ROCHELLE, Pierre Drieha LA. See DRIEH LA ROCHELLE, PIERRE.

RODGERS, Richard. Oklahoma. Book & lyrics by O. Hammerstein II; music by J. Rodgers. © 2Jul43; D66669. Dorothy B. Ham- mester (W); Alice B. Mathias, William Hammerstein & James R. Ham- mester (C); 23Jun43; R506712.

ROSEN, Jo Hanns. Philantoni. Ein stueck fuer vier verliebte Leute. © 26May44; D67250. Jo Hanns Roseler (A); 25Feb44; R500246.

ROTH, VELMA ROTTON. VELMA ROTTON. © 11Aug43; D56510. Velma Rotton Rotton & Alice Thomason Peters White (A); 13Aug43; R499924.

ROSE, Morton. TEASER. © 11Apr43; D66809. Fritz Rotter (A); 9May43; R505620.

ROTH, Frits. COCKTAIL AND CAVIAR. © 17Jun43; D67097. Fritz Rotter (A); 5May43; R500595.

ROUSSELLE, Abram. Young man of today; a play in 3 acts. © 2Jun44; D67509. Jean R. Rotter & William S. Rouvelo (C); 2May44; R504928.

ROUSSELLE, Abram. ABRAMIA BELL. America’s children; a play about today in 3 acts. © 10Aug43; D67250. William S. Rouvelo & Jean R. Rotter (C); 13Jun43; R499922.


ROY, Josephine Petter. Ophison in Black. See UFFENACH, Jacques.

ROTON, Velma. See ROUSSELLE, Velma Rotton.

RUMBOLD, Joe Akins. Mrs. January to Mr. Ex: 3 acts by Joe Akins. © 22Feb44; D67256. James A. Akins (RK); 1Jul/1; R506590.

RUSSELL, Ronald. Emma. See LINDSAY, John.

RYERSON, Florence. See GLENTON, Florence Eyerson.

RYERSON, Hazel. Spring green. See GLENTON, Florence Eyerson.

S

SALAGUAD, ABRAH. Theatre. Tone 2. © 28Apr44; D65555. Abram Salacrou (A); May/1; R505530.

SABOTHE, William. Get away old man; a play in 2 acts. © 10Aug43; D66669. William Sarcog (A); 17May44; R506590.

SAYERS, Dorothy L. The man born to be king; a play cycle on the life of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. © 22Apr44; D68412. Anthony Fleming (C); 1May44; R506430.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

SCHLUMBERGER, JEAN.
Theatre. © 1964-43; D5-474. Marc Schlumberger (O); 15Jan71; R469971.

SCHLUMBERGER, MARC.
Theatre. See SCHLUMBERGER, JEAN.

SCHWAB, LAURENCE.
Bullseye for Sammy. (The Cavendish of America) © 1969; B66595. Mildred Schwab Walsh (K) & Laurence Schwab, Jr. (C); 25Jan71; R508195.

SCHWAB, LAURENCE, JR.
Bullseye for Sammy. See SCHWAB, LAURENCE.

SEAGAL, HARRY.
It runs in the family. © 18May49; D56997. Harry Segall (A); 30Jul71; R507179.

THE SHADOW: scripts by various authors.
© Conde Hast Publications, Inc. [PWH].

The Black serpent. By Alonzo Deen Corby. © 5Apr64; D65355. B99737.

Bubbling death. By Eric Arthur. © 27Dec8; D65747. 6Jan71; R498620.

The case of the avenging brain, by Robert Arthur & David Kogan. © 16Mar11; D65747. 6Jan71; R499785.

The case of the immortal beauty. By Robert Arthur & David Kogan. © 13Mar8; D65747. 6Jan71; R499785.

Clue of the ook. By Eric Arthur. © 23Dec10; D65747. 6Jan71; R499785.

A Host of Max Shulman. © 12Apr9; D65747. 3May71; R505911.

Death in the tomb, by Vern JAY. © 25Apr11; D65747. 3May71; R505911.

Death makes the headlines. By Sidney Slon. © 4Apr64; D65747. 3May71; R505911.

The death ride, by Joseph Cochran. © 3Mar4; D65747. 3May71; R505911.

Death stalks at night. By Sidney Slon. © 13Jan65; D65747.

The death to the Shadow, by Robert Arthur & David Kogan. © 24Mar4; D65747. 3May71; R505911.

Drums of doom. By Eric Arthur. © 21Mar11; D65747. 3May71; R505911.

Flames of death, by Vern JAY. © 23Apr9; D65747. 3May71; R505911.

The house where madness dwells, by Sidney Slon. © 7Mar4; D65747.

The hungry hang, by Eric Arthur. © 22Feb43; D65747. 3Mar71; R501286.

The wreckage. By Max Ehrlich. © 5Dec43; D65747. 3Mar71; R501286.

Pattern for crime. By Eric Arthur. © 18Mar4; D65747. 3Mar71; R501286.

The race with death. By Sidney Slon. © 29Dec3; D65747. 3Mar71; R501286.

The red domino. By Max Ehrlich. © 25Jan4; D65747. 3Mar71; R501286.

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM.
As you like it. See COER, MARGARET.

SHAV, IRWIN.
Some soldiers; a play in 3 acts. Appl. states unpub. version prev. reg. as Labor for the wind, 20Aug40. © 4Apr84; D65747. Irwin Shaw (A); 21May71; R507105.

SHEPHERD, ERIC.
Murder in a nursery. See LAVELY, RICH.

SIMS, MARION.
Two salesmen, a play in 3 acts. © 9Jun41; D65747. Marion Sims (A); 2May71; R507105.

SLON, SYDNEY.
Death makes the headlines. See THE SHADOW.
The house where madness dwells. See THE SHADOW.
The race with death. See THE SHADOW.

SMITH, DOLORE, pseud. See REESELEY, DOROTHY GLADIS.

SMITH, EDMUND PERRY.
Windmill man; a farce of the future in three acts by Edward Percy, pseud., & Mark Reed. © 4Dec43; D65747. Lillian Mary Smith & Virginia B. Reed (A); 1May71; R505911.

SMITH, LILLIAN MARY.
Windmill man. See SMITH, EDMUND PERRY.

STEVENS, DOTTY, JR. D. J.
The abduction from the necropolis. See MOZART, WOLFGANG AMUNDUS.

STRIKER, FRANCIS.
A-10. Going out of business. © 16Jan43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-101. Traitor's reward. © 16Jan43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-104. Dead men talk. © 16Jan43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-106. Official business. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-107. Long distance. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-109. Gasoline and the Hornet. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-109-20. Oxford rings to shine. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-121. The hook. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-120. Door to justice. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-123. The Green Hornet goes underground. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-124. The stamp traps. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-125. A map for murder. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-126. The newsprint crime. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-127. Bull in a china shop. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-128. A touch of powder. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-129. Ill grooms and the game. © 11Oct43; D65747. 3May71; R505911.
A-130. Covered from</i>
DRAKES

T

TALBOT, A. J.
"Salley's crumpled history: a comedy in one act." © 1924 by J. D. Talbot; 12Mar71; RI001653.

TALBOT, MARGARET.
"Salley's crumpled history." See TALBOT, A. J.

TAPPERT, RICHARD.
Old Chelsea. See ELLIS, WALTER.

THOMAS, A. E.
"Portrait of a hero: 3 acts" by A. R. Thomas & Patterson McNutt. © 1948; 12May48; Virginia L. Kilburn & Mrs. Thomas W. Kelly (NK of A. R. Thomas) 12Jan71; R14933.

THOMAS, HELEN.
Loads of love; Helen book & lyrics by M. Thomas; music by Helen Thomas & Robert Thomas. Book only © 13Jun54; 6Dec56; Helen Thomas (A) 29Jul71; R16874.

THOMINES, A. A.
"Burning gold." See CARY, P. LANDLORD

THOMSON, T. LEE.
"Murder without crime: a play in 5 acts." © 31Dec49; 8Dec50; J. Lee Thompson (A) 16Jan51; R20567.

THOMSON, RANDALL.
Solomon and Sheila (the butterfly that stamens); opera in one act; libretto adapted from Just so stories, by Rudyard Kipling. © 1956; 30Mar56; Randall Thompson (A) 4Mar71; R20796.

THOMSON, ALICE.
See WHITE, ALICE THOMSON PETERS.

THORNBURG, RUSSELL.
The house of Jeffers; a play in three acts. © 30Mar41; 16Mar41; Russell Thornburg (A) 15Mar71; R16804.

THORPE, WILLIAM.
A girl, a guy and a goby; a comedy in three acts. Author's script. (Longman's '4 star Hollywood plays') Based on works of fiction. © 27Aug55; 30May55; R20839. N.E. General, Inc. (WH) 1Feb71; R59961.

TIBBET, JAY.
Mr. Beans From Paris; a farcical comedy in 3 acts. (Barker's 'royalty plays') © 1Jan31; 2Jan32; T. Adis (E) 1Jan31; R63154.

TRAPPERS, BEN.
She follows me about; a comedy in 3 acts. © 30Dec49; 8Dec50; Ben Trapper (A) 4Jan51; R20695.

TURNER, HENRY KATHLEEN.
Whistlers and co. See JENNINGS, JUDITH

TWOMEY, KAY.
Gentlemen, the president; by Jose Grangren & Kay Twomey. © 9May44; 12May44; Kay Twomey (A) 11May71; R20832.

TYLER, FRED S.
Old Chelsea. See ELLIS, WALTER.

VALERY, CLAIRE.
Eupalinos. See VALERY, PAUL.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

VALERI, PAUL.
Rapalino; L'ami et la danse; Diable du bateau; © 26Mar64; G00473. Claude Valery (5); G00473; R00559.

VAN DRUYN, JOHN.
Home ground; a play in 3 acts. © 2Mar64; D00905. Carter Lodge (8); 10Mar64; R00707.
Voice of the turtle; a comedy in 3 acts. © 10Mar64; D00853. Carter Lodge (9); 12Mar64; R00915.

VINCENT, ALLEN.
Forbid my tears. See ROSSM, FRITZ.

VOSS, KITTY KEEPER.
Home tested recipe program; by Kitty Keepers Voss & William Freeman. © 15May41; C05447. Kitty Keepers Voss & William Freeman (5); 10Feb71; R000002.

The recipe exchange, by Kitty Keepers Voss & William Freeman. © 15Jun43; C05107. Kitty Keepers Voss & William Freeman (5); 10Feb71; R000002.

Recipe exchange, by Kitty Keepers Voss & William Freeman. © 26Aug43; C05440. Kitty Keepers Voss & William Freeman (5); 10Feb71; R000002.

We dream awhile; by Kitty Keepers Voss & William Freeman. © 15Nov43; C05055. 10Feb71; R000002.

WALDEN, WILLIAM.
Metropolis; a comedy in 3 acts. © 15Jan44; 166068. William Walden (4); 15Jan44; R09904.

WALSH, WILDERED SCHWAR.
Ballad for Benny. See SCHWAR, LAURENCE.

WATT, PETER.
Snakes and ladders; a dialogue by Peter Fraser, psgm. (French's acting ed., no.265) © 21Nov31; D068847. Peter Watt (4); 10Feb71; R099923.

WEBB, JOHN. See CHICK CARTER, BOY DETECTIVE.
WEBB, NANCY. See CHICK CARTER, BOY DETECTIVE.

WELLS, FRANZ.
Jacobowsky and the Colonel. See HEBRMAN, S. N. Jacobowsky and the colonel. See ORMUS, CLIFFORD.

WHITE, ALICE THOMSON PETERS.
Anniversary. See ROEH, VELMA ROYTON.
Are you Mr. Charon? A comedy in 3 acts by Alice Thomson & Vela Royton. © 8Jan44; D05550. Alice Thomson Peters White (5); 3May47; R005225.

WILDER, ALCE.
Don't look now; a musical comedy; book by Edwin Hueter & W. Engvick; lyrics by W. Hueter, music by Alec Wilder. Book only. © 23Jun44; D00094; William C. Engvick (4); 30Jan71; R009296.

WILLIAMS, HERBIE.
Jaimie. See BENTHAM, JOSEPHINE.

WILSON, WILLIAM WOODROW.
Small town revue; musical show. Libretto. © 1Jan45; D05275. William Woodrow Wilson (4); 20Jan71; R09104.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of dramas and works prepared for oral delivery for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the author or under the title. Information relating to both the original and renewal registration is included in each entry. References from the names of contributing authors, claimants, and from variant forms of names are interfiled.

A

ABBEY, Y. D. Darling brats. See TORIAS, JAY.


Jack and the beanstalk: basic pantomime no.1 by P. H. Adams & Conrad Carter. © 2600434; D29292. P. H. Adams (A) & N. B. J. Carter (W of Conrad Carter); 15Nov71; R518749.

APINOGENOV, ALEXANDER. Listen, professor: American acting version by Peggy Phillips. © 260144; D99990. Peggy Phillips (A); 11Aug71; R511036.

AOS, ERNEST BALFOUR. Far above rubies. See CONSTANCE ROUS. MABEL.

AOS, HOWARD. Far above rubies. See CONSTANCE ROUS. MABEL.

ALEXANDER, I. J. Enemy; © 13Nov44; D86565. I. J. Alexander (A); 11Nov71; R515749.

Enemy. © 13Nov44; D86994. I. J. Alexander (A); 11Nov71; R515780.

ALLAN, DOROTHY O. A couple of ghosts: a play in one act. © 7Nov44; D87229. Dorothy O. Allan (A); 13Aug71; R510992.

Easter wings: a play in one act. © 11Nov44; D86634. Dorothy O. Allan (A); 13Aug71; R510992.

Page the professor: a comedy in 3 acts. © 31Oct44; D89994. Dorothy O. Allan (A); 30Sep71; R512825.

ALLAN, PAUL. pseud. See NAGY, PAUL, JR.

ANNAHANAGE STARS, INC. Rumpelstiltskin. See CHOROFENING, CHARLOTTE B.

ANDERSON, ROBERT WOODRUFF. Come marching home. © 7Apr44; D85536. Robert Woodruff Anderson (A); 15Aug71; R511196.

ANGLIN, BAILIE W. Mr. List. See HILL, MARGARET ANGLIN.

ARLO, GUSTAV O. Jacobowsky and the colonel. See WERFEL, FRANK.

ARTHRIN, DON. For works by Bob Arthur see THE RETURN OF NICK CANTH.

AUSTEN, JANE. Emma. See GLENNON, GORDON.

AVERILL, ESTHER C. The love clinic: a novelty entertainment for women in one act. © 15Apr44; D85581. Lawrence Averill (W); 20Sep71; R513770.

The message of the Christmas angels. © 1Mar44; D87224. Lawrence Averill (W); 15Aug71; R510992.

The seamless robe; an Easter drama in 6 acts. © 10Mar44; D89770. Lawrence Averill (W); 13Aug71; R510994.

AVERILL, LAURENCE. The love clinic. See AVERILL, ESTHER C.

The message of the Christmas angels. See AVERILL, ESTHER C.

The seamless robe. See AVERILL, ESTHER C.

B

BAIGNOL, ENID. See JONES, ENID BAINHOL.

BAILEY, CHARLOTTE. pseud. See BRAUN, WILBUR.

BARNES, CHARLES. Gentlemen be cheated. See MERRILL, BLANCHE.

BARRATT, J. VINCENT. Let me out of here: a farce comedy in 7 acts. © 1Aug44; D90907. Heyer Pub. Co. (W); 18Oct71; R513992.

BARRY, ELLEN S. Polish notion. See BARRY, PHILLIP.

BARRY, PHILLIP. Polish notion. by Phillip Barry & Ellen S. Barry. © 29Nov44; D86592. Ellen S. Barry (W); 18Oct71; R513775.

BATSON, GRORGE. Hashkackin Inn: a mystery farce in 3 acts. Rev. © 6Oct44; D90794. George Batson (A); 12Oct71; R514765.

BAUMER, MARY ELIZABETH. 75m; a play in 3 acts. © 3Apr44; D88579. Marie Elizabeth Baumern (A); 6Jul71; R509573.

BEACH, EMILY LEMP, JR. Head over heels in love. by Lewis Beach. © 17Dec43; D86996. Helen E. Rhyner & Esther Rhyner (W); 26Nov71; R517295.

BEBERMAN, S. N. Jacobowsky and the colonel; play based on play by Franz Werfel. © 6Jul44; D89974. S. N. Behrman (A); 20Jul71; R509784.

BENSON, SALLY. Junior miss. See CHOROBNOV, JEROME.

BENTLEY, ERIC RUSSELL. Private life of the master race. See BRECHT, BERTELL.

BENTZ, NELL WILLIS. Living hymns. See WILLIS, EDITH H.

BENKLY, WILLIAM. Park of the moon. See RICHARDSON, HOWARD DIXON.

BENNET, ALFRED. The man who dreamed too much. SeeTHE SHADOW.

BIDWELL, MARTIN. pseud. See FRENCH, ANDREW.

BIERWALTERS, HELL P. Enemy; by Noel Walters. pseud. © 12Apr44; D88681. Hell P. Bierwaltes (A); 12Sep71; R518717.

BIRCHARD, RALPH. Two in a bed: a farce in 3 acts. © 9Oct43; R50565. Mrs. Ralph Birchard (W); 23Aug71; R511768.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

COHLEN, COUNTER. St. Louis woman; a play by Counte
Cullen & Anne Bontempes. © 13Dec44; D50119. Arna Bontempes (A); 13Dec47; R51872.

CURTIS, CHRISTINE TURNER. A Christmas Legend (The Little Stranger) © 3May44; D50078. Christine Turner Curtis (A); R51907.

DAVANT, OWEN. Squatter's rights; a comedy in 3 acts. © 21Dec44; D51799. Owen Davenport (A); 27Dec47; R51914.

DAVIES, MARY CAROLYN. Our America. See DUNAI, GROFFREY.

DAVIES, DONALD. Together. See DAVIES, OWEN.

DAVIES, OWEN. Together. © 25Jul44; D50002. Donald DAVIS (C); 16Aug71; R51915.

DELAFIELD, K. F. This is my life; a comedy in 3 acts by K. F. Delafield & Basil Thomas. © 1Jul44; D50100. K. F. DeLa- field (A) & Mrs. Robin Goldfarb (W) of U. Thomas; Nov11; R51626.

DERRICK, REGINALD. Wallflower; a comedy in 3 acts by Reginald Denham & Mary Orr. Rev. © 14Jul44; D50075. Reginald Denham & Mary Orr (A); 2Aug47; R51916.

DURATT, JOHARNA. Our town. See WILDER, ISABEL.

DULLON, THOMAS PATRICK. Ballyblisher. See LEARY, GEORGE NOLAN.

DUNNET, WILLIAM. Green shutterer; a play in 3 acts by William DUNNET & William Morum. © Nov44; D50078. William DUNNET & William Morum (A); 6Dec71; R51797.

DODGE, GRACE. Two comedy dialogues. I want to be an actress, by Grace R. Dodge; Junior takes up first aid, by Hattie Patrick. © 2Feb44; D50095. Maine Drama Service (P&H); 28Sep47; R51627.

DOWMAN, ALICE D. In the shepherd's field: a Christmas play in 1 act. © 2Jan44; D50112. Alice W. Dowman (A); 5Aug71; R50606.

DRAKE, JOYCE VERGEN. Christmas is a miracle; a pageant play. © 29Dec44; D50055. Joyce Verge Drake (A); 28Sep47; R51627.

DRETTEN, JOHN VAN. See VAN DRETTEN, JOHN.

DUNGAN, ROGER. It's in the bag. See MOULDER, J. C.

E

EARP, R. W. Eight men and a woman; a play in 3 acts by R. W. Earp & Edward P. Cartwright. Acting ed. © 21Aug44; D50003. R. W. Earp & Edward P. Cartwright (A); 6Dec71; R51797.

EYRING, MAX. For works by Max Eyriing. See THE SHADOW.

BILICKI, EDWARD. Parade. © 5May44; D50119. Edward Bilicki (A); 11Nov71; R51607.

ELLS, MARY ELIZABETH. What time is it. See GORDON, CHARLES.

ELLSWORTH, EDITH. Living cynics. See WILLIS, EDITH H.

ELSER, DONALD. Judy pulls the curtain; a farce in 3 acts. © 2Jul44; D50056. Donald Elser (A); 30Sep71; R51397.

EPHRON, HENRY. Three's a family. See EPHRON, PROPHET.

EPHRON, PROPHET. Three's a family; a comedy in 3 acts by Phoebe Ephron & Henry Ephron. © 2Oct44; D50085. Phoebe Ephron & Henry Ephron (A); 6Jul71; R50565.

ERVIN, JAMES RANDOLPH. Relativity applied to philosophy. My additions & revisions. © 2Feb46; C10621. James Randolph Ervin (A); 28Sep71; R51426.

F

FARRAR, STEEL. For the ladies; ten playable skits for two, three and four characters by Ethel Farrar & Winifred Parker. © 23Sep44; D50127. Ethel Farrar & Winifred Parker (A); 1Aug71; R51093.

FERNAY, PERRY, pseud. See BRAUN, NILMER.

FISHER, SARAH C. Ballyblisher. See LEARY, GEORGE NOLAN.

FIELDS, JOSEPH. Junior miss. See CHODROBY, JEROME.

FISHER, MARION. Junior miss. See CHODROBY, JEROME.

FINCH, BETTY SMITH. Murder at random. See FINCH, ROBERT.

FINCH, BETTY SMITH-JONES. See FINCH, BETTY SMITH-JONES.

FINCH, BETTY SMITH-JONES. Story told in Indians; a play in one act by Betty Smith. © 2Jun44; D50056. © on additions & revisions; Betty Smith Finch (A); 16Oct71; R51293.

FINCH, ROBERT. Murder at random; a mystery-comedy in 3 acts. © 2Jun44; D50056. Betty Smith Finch (W); 27Dec71; R51344.

FISHER, MARION. See CONRAD, MAUDE.

FISHER, ROBERT. On a mission show. See GEST, RUTH GOODMAN.
FISHER, WILLIAM D.
Here comes the bride; a farce in 3 acts. © 29Feb44; D89112. heuer pub. co. (wi); 180Oct71; R15280.

FOGG, EVELYN NEUMANN.
Bob stuff; a farce in one act by Evelyn Neumann. © 21Jun44; 200024. Evelyn Neumann Fogg (a); 200Sep71; R15283.

FOOLE, SOUTA.
More solo readings for radio and class work. See SHILLMAN, MARGURIE.

FORD, KATHRYN.
I remember mama. See VAN BRUNEN, FRANK.

FRENCH, ANDREW.
Lower north; a comedy-drama by Martin Eidelberg, passed. © 13Nov-43; d06975. andrew french (a); 21Oct71; RU14401.

FRENCH (SAMUEL) INC.
Beware of murder. See BRAIN, WILBUR.
Course of an aching heart. See RAND, WILBUR.
Keep it under your hat. See BRAUN, WILBUR.
Life at aunt Kinzie's. See BRAUN, WILBUR.
On the air. See LIVERTON, GABERT H.; ed.
Oscar's other half. See BRAUN, WILBUR.
Our American girls. See BRAUN, WILBUR.
Sweet Sally Brown. See BRAUN, WILBUR.
We regret to inform you. See BRAUN, JAMES.

FULLER, JOHN G.
I'd die for dear old Muzzy; a solo-drama in one act. © 10Apr44; d08897. John G. Fuller (a); 200Sep71; R15297a.

G

GORM, DIABOLIC.
What time is it? A delightful comedy in one act by Dorothy Sterling, passed. © 21Apr44; d08968. Very elizabeth ellis (nk); 200Sep71; R15372.

GORM, WALTER. See CHICK CARTER, BOY DETECTIVE. No.236-241.

GORMAN, MABEL. BISHOP.
Plays to play in one act. © 1Mar44; D87150. mabel bishop biship (a); 13Aug71; R15399a.

GLOZER, BENJAMIN F.
Lillian. See roth, ruxin.

GOGLIN, GORDON.
Kena; a comedy in 3 acts dramatized by Gordon Googlins. From the novel by James Audubon. © 13Jun44; d06285. Gordon Googlins (a); 5Nov71; R156255.

GOETZ, AUGUSTUS.
One-man show. See GESZT, RUTH GOODMAN.

GOETZ, RUTH GOODMAN.
One-man show; by Ruth Goodman & Augustus Goetz. © 14Apr44; D90091. Ruth Goodman Goetz (a & w); 11Aug44; R156257.

GOLDSMITH, CLIFFORD.
Mr. Cooper's hand; a comedy in 3 acts. © 31Oct44; 200Oct71. kathryn goldsmith (a); 3Nov71; R15123a.

GOLDSMITH, KATHRYN.
Mr. Cooper's hand. See GOLDSMITH, CLIFFORD.

GOLDSMITH, OLIVER.
She stoops to conquer. See SLEIZER, HAROLD G.

GOODMAN, RUTH. See GOETZ, RUTH GOODMAN.

GORDON, RUTH.
Journey's a star. © 26Jul44; d98909. Ruth Gordon (a); 26Jul71; 9R09381.
Over twenty-one & a comedy. © 3Nov44; d98922. Ruth Gordon (a); 12Jul71; R09382.

GREEN, ADOLPH.
On the rok. See COHEN, BENNY.

THE GREEN HORNET, BY FRANCIS STRIKER. © 1945. green hornet, inc. No. 32.
63. Story of a parrot. © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151945.63. "observatory club." © 1Mar44; D90102. 1Nov71; R151955.64. "lady's big estate." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.65. "lady's big estate." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
66. Bent paper matches. © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
67. A gnat in the dark. © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
68. "pension from without." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
69. "short circuit." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
70. "kinder garden." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
71. "in the fight." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
72. "the state vs. isther canby." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
73. "the man who fooled the world." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
74. "the wilting rose." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
75. "a tissue of lies." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
76. "the orphan from st. andrew." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
77. "a man with a Mull." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
78. "for the books." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.
79. "the code for sabotage." © 1Mar44; D90103. 1Nov71; R151959.

GOREN, MARY KATHERINE. These friendly shows. See GREENE, PATTERSON.

GREENE, PATTERSON.
These friendly shows. © 11Jun44; 26Oct71. mary katherine greene (c); 11Aug71; R15103a.
DRAMAS

NELSEN, HARRY WILLIAM.
Never to forget this! @ $3.00p.

DEMING, Harry William Nelson (A).
16s; 5'71; R51712.

NUTHELL, EVELYN.
See FOGG, EVELYN

HORNE, ARNOLD.
Grass is always greener. See

HORNKOPF, JACK.
Grass is always greener; a play in 3 acts.
Based on a story by Mary Swann.
50c; 5'71; R9049.

OCHLER, ARCH.
Free world theatre; nineteen new radio plays by Arch Ochler & others, introd. by Thomas Mann, preface by Arch Ochler, edited by Robert Schuler & Stephen Longstreet. @ 13s5c.

BOOK No.18; R995.

O'HARA, CONSTANCE M.
Our America. See O'HARA, GERTRUDE.

O'HARA, GEOFFREY.
Our America, music by Geoffrey O'Hara, book & lyrics by Mary Carolan Davies & Don Wilson. 15s; 7'62; R75172.

O'HARA, NANCY JACKSON.
Our America. See O'HARA, GEORGE.

O'BRIEN, PAUL.
A bell for Adana; a dramatization of the novel by John Bersey. 50c; 7'62; R95197.

O'BRIAN, PATRICK.
Two comedy dialogues. See DOIDGE, GEORGE.

O'BRIEN, JOHN.
The natty heart; a comedy drama in 3 acts.
50c; 7'01; R97719.

O'BRIEN, PAUL.
Only an orphan girl: a soul-stirring drama of human trials and tribulations in your four acts. 50c; 7'01; R97811. Henning Nielson (A); 18s; 5'71; R51195.

PARRY, WINTHROP.
For the Ladies. See PARLIM, ETHEL.

PATTERSON, J. R.
Two comedy dialogues. See DODGE, GEORGE.

PATTISON, GEORGE.
The natty heart; a comedy drama in 3 acts.
50c; 7'01; R97719.

PECKHAM, PAUL.
Only an orphan girl: a soul-stirring drama of human trials and tribulations in your four acts. 50c; 7'01; R97811. Henning Nielson (A); 18s; 5'71; R51195.


RICO, BARBARA. My country is the world. See RICO, EINTER.

RICO, EINTER. My country is the world; a play in nine scenes. © 1944: D09200, 304071.

RICO, PAUL. Vic and Sade. See RYKHLEN, PAUL M.

RYKHLEN, PAUL M. See RYKHLEN, NARY FRANZES.

RYKHLEN, PAUL M. See RYKHLEN, NARY FRANZES.


SEFF, MAXINE. Sweet charity. See BHURDE, IRVING.

SELIGMAN, MARJORIE. More solo readings for radio and class work. By Marjorie Seligman & Kaya Egle. © 1937: D09200, 304071.


SHIPMAN, WILLIAM. Twelfth night. See SILVER, HAROLD G.

SIMPSON, HAROLD. On and off; short sketches for revue & concert party. © SIAMUS: D09200, 304071.

SILVER, HAROLD G. She stooops to conquer; by Oliver Goldsmith; adapted & abridged by Harold G. Silver. © 1936: D09200, 304071.

SMITH, BETTY. See FINCH, BETTY SMITH JONES.

SONOMA, LUIS. Scenes in personalia in 3 acts by Louis Solomons & Harold Buchanan. © 1937: D09200, 304071.


SPINCE, NOLL. Case of the weird sisters. See MCNEILL, J. C.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

W

WALTERS, HENRY, pseud. See HERSWALTERS, MULLY P.

WEBB, JEAN. See CHEEK CASTER, BERT DETECTIVE.
No. 233-235 & 212-306.

WEBB, MARY. See CHEEK CASTER, BERT DETECTIVE.
No. 233-235 & 212-306.

WELCH, CHRISTINE MARQUARD. The late George Apsey. See MARGUARD, JOHN P.

WELCH, ELIZABETH. Sunday's child; a romantic comedy in one act. © 21Jul44; D83919. Elizabeth Welch (A); 20Aug71; R513284.

WILK, JOHN. The rook. © 22Sep44; D90666. John Wilk (A); 1Nov71; R513285.

WIND, FRANK. Jacobsbysz and the colonel; comedy of a tragedy in 3 acts; translated by Gustave D. Art. © 19Aug42; D85125. Anna Mahler ([of P. Werfel]); 20Sep71; R515091.

WILSON, DOCTOR CLARK. The elf; a play for Christmas, Easter, or all the year. © 23Jan44; D80681. Dorothy Clarke Wilson (A); 14Aug71; R510980.

WILSON, Ida. Too much bluebeard. See JENNINGS, GERTRUDE.

WOOD, MAXINE. Pseud. See FINSTERWALD, MAXINE.

Y

YORISHAN, PHILIP. Anna Lucasta. © 1Oct71; D90920. Philip Yordan (A); 20Sep71; R517057.